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DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF
FIGUEIRA, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN 

Where I am called, there I am present, because I am the Mother of the Divine Omnipresence.

I am the Teacher of prayer that guides consciousnesses to a permanent remembrance of their
purpose before God.

It is in this way that the Universe manifests through the presence of the Heavenly Mother, so that
souls may recognize their important task in this hour.

Your Heavenly Mother gathers you together in this meeting so that all may receive the impulses that
will manifest from the moment in which the servers step towards God.

From the Celestial Universe the angels of Light gather together all the spiritual impulses so that
these may descend upon consciousnesses and so that you may live them on the material plane.

In this last cycle, your Heavenly Mother finds a special opening that repercussions upon
consciousnesses, and also in the Universe; thus a spiritual communion is established that, little by
little, they will perceive inwardly when they maintain themselves in an act of prayer.

The Holy Spirit also emanates Its Gifts so that these might manifest in simple and humble hearts,
which will be able to draw towards the planet the unity and the love that are so necessary in these
grave times.

It is in this way that the Holy Spirit, by means of impulses, will be able to be present in
consciousnesses that open to recognize God in themselves, a fundamental occurrence so that
humanity may be guided towards its last stage of redemption and of purification.

Your Heavenly Mother accompanies these moments because the Plan is in a phase of recovery and
is being guided along a new path that the human consciousness does not yet know.

Thus the Divinity, the Eternal Father, is attentive to the opening of humble hearts. At this moment, a
deep awakening in most consciousnesses might regenerate the creative consciousness that humanity
has destroyed.

Grace is bringing an unknown atonement.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who gives you impulse into the Greater Consciousness,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


